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Materic character of constructive dry systems for prefab-House. Research and didactics experience.
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Transforming a double window into a passive heating system
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A Influência do tipo de vidro na eficiência energética da envoltória
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The advantage of adaptable buildings with respect to the energy consumption over the life of the building
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Sugar components as a natural reinforcement of earth based construction materials
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The use of Natural Fibres on Architecture: the local economy and the Arts and Crafts
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Reabilitação Sustentável de Edifícios Industriais: Melhoria de Iluminação Natural e Conforto Térmico em Miraflores
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Affordable Houses: a sustainable concept for a light weight steel dwelling
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Sustainable roof-top extension: a pilot project in Florence (Italy)
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Environmental and economical viability associated to the sustainability criteria applied in commercial buildings
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Advantages of using raw materials in low cost sustainable structural solutions for single-family buildings
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Structural Behaviour of Dry Stack Masonry Construction
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How small can a house be?
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Sustainable construction and architecture in Guinea-Bissau: Opportunities and Challenges
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